MBE Success Story
Headquartered in Houston, TX, Vizion Crane & Industrial
Support LLC (VCIS) provides crane equipment, specialty lifting
services, and industrial support staff to organizations in the
construction sector from private to government entities.

VCIS was founded by visionary Joseph Vigier in 2010.

Prior to establishing VCIS, Mr. Vigier entered the workforce to
find his purpose and place in the world, and during that time
worked various jobs from a forklift operator, CDL truck driver, to a crane operator. Out of all the
positions Joseph held, cranes became one of his greatest passions. Mr. Vigier’s love for cranes
became the catalyst that took him around the United States working at various work sites as a crane
operator, and eventually beginning his own business, VCIS.
In the course of establishing his business, Mr. Vigier met Angela Freeman, HMSDC Senior
Director of Corporate Services. Subsequently, VCIS successfully completed the minority business
enterprise (MBE) certification process and gained visibility to opportunities designated for MBEs.
During the pandemic, VCIS’ MBE status provided the visibility needed to obtain a contract with
the City of Houston.

Today, in addition to maintaining its MBE
status, VCIS maintains certification from
National Commission for Certification of
Crane Operators (NCCCO) and is an
experienced operating Fixed Cabs (Carry
Deck/Boom Trucks), Swing Cabs (Rough
Terrain/All Terrain/Truck Crane), Crawler,
and Tower cranes.
VCIS’ work
performance includes crane services for the
Warrior Stadium, global oil & gas
companies, and City of Houston.

The visionary Joseph Vigier understands first-hand the experience and training required in the
critical role as a crane operator on a job site. From walking the site, conducting safety meetings
with project coordinators, to being the last line of defense before a lift is made.

When providing services for clients, it is not just another job for VCIS. VCIS takes pride in
representing all MBE, SBE, DBE (MSDBE) & HUB companies that provides crane services, in
excellence.

VCIS’ words of wisdom to companies from John C. Maxwell is, “if we are growing, we are
always going to be outside of our comfort zone”.

